Meltham C.C.
CV19 Risk Assessment Adult match day

Consequence

Likelihood
Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Slightly harmful

1b Trivial

2b Acceptable

3b Moderate

Harmful

1c Acceptable

2c Moderate

3c Substantial

Extremely harmful

1d Moderate

2d Substantial

3d Unacceptable

Risk level

Control

Trivial and Acceptable
Moderate

No action required – Keep note that the risk has been identified as trivial in case it is brought up in a civil claim.
If it is reasonably practicable to undertake some action to reduce the level of risk, then this should be done.
If the risk is moderate because the consequences are extremely harmful it is unlikely that there can be any further
reduction without significant effort.
Ensure that there is a suitable system in place.
Action must be taken to remove or reduce the risk.
If action cannot reduce the level or remove the risk, the activity should not be undertaken.
If this level arises as a result of a Decision Making assessment, the activity should cease immediately.

Substantial and
Unacceptable

Hazard

CVoid Effect

Entering and exiting
pitch.

More than 6 people
to gather at 1 point.

Un washed hands
before game

Contaminated
hands in contact
with equipment.
2 people are inside
at close quarters.

2c

Close contact when
putting bags down
and preparing to
bat.

2 people are closer
than 2 metres.

3b

Confirmed case at a
game.

No contact details
for players.

Saliva on the ball to
shine

Close contact
between scorers
during the game.

Risk
Rating
(e.g. 1C)
3b

2c

Control (What will you do?)

Responsibility

Each team will be designate an
outdoor space - MCC
(Grandstand), visiters (benches at
the top)
Hand sanitiser available for all to
use before game begins.

Players

All players.

Scorers to be separated. MCC
scorer in the scorebox and the
Visiting scorer blow inside the
groundsman garage.
Players to spread around the
area they are given.

Scorers

2b

All players on both sides to sign
in with name and phone number.

MCC captain

Potential for virus
to spread.

3d

All players can only shine the ball
with sweat.

All bowlers

People gathering at
toilets.

Close contact
between people

1b

Complex RA

Complex

Spectators watching

Close contact
between people.

1b

MCC

Teams gathering
after the game.

Close contact of
people.

1b

Eligible spectators (careers) to be
advised to keep 2M apart. Use of
signs around the ground.
Teams advised to exit MCC
grounds as soon as possible after
the game. (not including complex
grounds). Maintain 2m distance
between fellow players.

All players.

Captains
Players

